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Honeywell Fusion 3780 (MK3780-71A38)
USB, 4842 Lux, Omnidirectional, 1D, stand, coiled low speed USB cable

Price details: PDF generated on: 16 January, 2016

Price excl. VAT: 219.69 €
Eco fees:  0.00 €
VAT 21 %: 46.13 €

Product details: 
Product code: MK3780-71A38
EAN: 4054318749454
Manufacturer: Honeywell

265.82 €
* VAT included

Honeywell's Fusion 3780 is an affordable hand-held omnidirectional laser scanner with single-line capability that
increases retail checkout system efficiency with its automatic in-stand operation, optionally integrated EAS, and industry-
leading scan performance.
Fusion combines omnidirectional and single-line laser bar code scanning into a lightweight, ergonomic hand-held form
factor. The 20-line scan pattern provides superior scanning over existing single-line hand-held scanners making Fusion
ideal for medium-volume retailers including specialty stores, pharmacies, liquor stores, and convenience stores.
An adjustable stand with 50° of tilt and three locking positions provides flexibility for the user to position the scanner for
individual comfort and optimal performance. Stabilized with a weighted metal base, the stand may also be hard-
mounted to counter or walls.
Fusion also includes Code Gate, a Honeywell patented feature used in the highly successful Voyager series. An
integrated infra-red (IR) sensor automatically activates the laser when a bar code is present. The user then properly
aligns the bar code before pressing the button, transmitting the data to the host. This feature provides the ability to pass
over other bar codes, selecting only the required code. No other scanner offers this much control.
Standard features such as Flash ROM, MetroSelect and MetroSet 2 programming, and user replaceable cables protect
your investment by enabling Fusion to grow with you and your application requirements.

Main specifications:

Scanning
Sensor type: Laser 
Scan type: 1D 
Linear (1D) barcodes supported: GS1-128 (UCC/EAN-128) 
2D (matrix & stacked) barcodes supported: N 
Pitch reading angle: -60 - 60 °

Ports & interfaces
Connectivity technology: Wired 
Interface: USB 

Design
Colour of product: Grey 
Type: Handheld 

Power
Power consumption (typical): 1.4 W
Power consumption (standby): 1 W
Input voltage: 5 V

Operational conditions
Operating temperature (T-T): -20 - 40 °C
Storage temperature (T-T): -40 - 60 °C
Light levels (direct sunlight): 0 - 4842 lx

Weight & dimensions



Width: 65 mm
Depth: 189 mm
Height: 73 mm
Weight: 195 g

Packaging content
Cables included: USB 

*PLEASE NOTE: Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of all information contained herein. Lasystems makes no warranty expressed or implied with respect to
accuracy of the information, including price, editorials or specifications. Lasystems or its suppliers shall not be liable for incidental, consequential or special damages arising from, or
as a result of, any electronic transmission or the accuracy of the information contained herin, even if Lasystems has been advised of the possibility of such damages. Product and
manufacturer names are used only for the purpose of identification.


